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Lesson 1: The Recycled Paper Company, a multi-part project series 
Duration: 1 hr—1.5 hrs

Lesson 1 Overview: Students will learn about the life cycle of recycled paper and create new 
paper using basic paper production steps and recycled material. They will then form companies and 
try to sell their products on a paper market. 

STANDARDS (NGS)
3-5-ETS1-1 Engineering Design  
Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or want that includes specified criteria for success 
and constraints on materials, time, or cost. 

MS-ETS1-1 Engineering Design
Define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient precision to endure a suc-
cessful solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and potential impacts on people 
and the natural environment that may limit possible solutions.  

4-ESS3-2 Earth and Human Activity  
Generate and compare multiple solutions to reduce the impacts of natural Earth processes on  
humans. 

MS-ESS3-3 Earth and Human Activity
Apply scientific principles to design a method for monitoring and minimizing a human impact on 
the environment.

OBJECTIVES 
1) Understand the process of paper as it is created
2) Understand the process of paper as it is recycled
3) Demonstrate the steps of the process of recycling paper 
4) Creating a project with recycled paper
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BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE Review for you

(Paper Making Steps-Article) http://www.madehow.com/Volume-2/Paper.html

(Paper Making Steps-Article 2) https://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-do-you-make-paper-from-a-tree

(Georgia-Pacific Paper making VIDEO) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiWwzwFAeSM

(Business website resource for kids and teachers) http://bizkids.com

(Business ideas for kids) https://www.sidehustlenation.com/best-business-ideas-for-kids/ 

(Business resources for kids and teachers) https://www.teachingkidsbusiness.com

MATERIALS 
Paper Processing kit: includes screen squares, tray, torn newspaper, small embroidery hoops, water, 
rolling pin, mixer, bowl for pulp, baking sheet to catch excess water once drying.
 
KEY TERMS 
1) PULP—a soft, wet, shapeless mash of material.
2) SCREEN—a tool used to filter out material and liquid.
3) ASSEMBLY LINE—method of a series of workers or machines completing tasks in order to cre-

ate an end product.  

ANTICIPATORY SET: Reintroduce the paper process through this video from Lesson 2:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npvKGnVjoFM

SCRIPT THIS: Need help starting the lesson? We have you covered below! 

Today we will be starting the first lesson in a short unit/series of lessons that will focus on a prod-
uct you can make from recycled paper. In groups, we are going to form companies that will study 
how business works. We will then sell our paper product on a market. That’s the test! 

Now first what do we know about the paper making process? Field Answers. 

We are going to do some industry research first, to review the steps of creating paper which be-
haves much like a life cycle of an organism even though paper is a non-living thing. Then, we can 
record the steps of the initial paper making process on our life cycle sheets to follow them as we 
make recycled paper. 

http://www.madehow.com/Volume-2/Paper.html 
https://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-do-you-make-paper-from-a-tree 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiWwzwFAeSM 
http://bizkids.com 
https://www.sidehustlenation.com/best-business-ideas-for-kids/ 
https://www.teachingkidsbusiness.com 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npvKGnVjoFM
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INSTRUCTION Introduce the steps of the life cycle of Recycled Paper below. Have students re-
cord a visual aid in their groups.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KGWsXb6jyx9xouneIj4DfDHiElnw8jWcUd7wkqMk0_w/
edit?usp=sharing (life cycle template, Educators World) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12M3rH6L4H-ksAmWzl4Whfvq3z-44Lqt183X12km8BJ8/
edit?usp=sharing (Venn Diagram template; Educators World)

GOOD VISUALS: Use a life cycle continuing circle to demonstrate the recycled paper process. Also, 
Compare & Contrast using a VENN DIAGRAM how these steps are alike and differ from the initial 
paper process. Have students record their observations on visual aids in groups.

1. Paper is recaptured from a MRF or PRE-CONSUMER buyer. PRE-Consumer paper is material 
that was not quite right for consumer purchase, and is discarded to be remade into new paper.

2. Paper is chipped or cut into small pieces. Water and Chemical Softeners are added to create 
pulp.

3. Pulp can be bleached with more chemicals, depending on the look and use of the paper.
4. Pulp is poured onto screens and pressed to release any excess liquid.
5. Once dried, paper is removed from screens and cut. Voila—new paper

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KGWsXb6jyx9xouneIj4DfDHiElnw8jWcUd7wkqMk0_w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KGWsXb6jyx9xouneIj4DfDHiElnw8jWcUd7wkqMk0_w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12M3rH6L4H-ksAmWzl4Whfvq3z-44Lqt183X12km8BJ8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12M3rH6L4H-ksAmWzl4Whfvq3z-44Lqt183X12km8BJ8/edit?usp=sharing
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GUIDED PRACTICE Walk students through the steps of recycling paper demonstration.

Does anyone know what an ASSEMBLY LINE is? Let’s review the steps with this video from Lesson 
2 about the paper making process. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npvKGnVjoFM

What is a good working definition for an ASSEMBLY LINE? This is an organizing production method 
that is still used today. In the past, assembly lines were comprised of mainly people doing indepen-
dent jobs that fit together. 

But did you know that in the present much of the paper making process is now automated,  
meaning machines complete most of the assembly line steps instead of people. For our class, we 
are going to make our paper the old-fashioned way, in people assembly lines. 

How do you think the most efficient way will be to go about that in your company? Take 2-3  
minutes to discuss some good ways to organize your production line. 

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE 
Place students into groups of 3-4. Have students practice making 
recycled paper in an assembly line. Each group of 4 should receive 1 kit per group. 

ASSESSMENT (10 min)
Share observations about:  

1) The experience of making paper? What went well? What could be improved?
2) Did an assembly line help? What would have been easier to automate
3) What are the other methods of recycling or reusing paper? 
4) What products could you make from the reused paper? 

WRAP-UP 
5 Fun Facts! What are 5 things you know now that you didn’t know at the beginning of the lesson. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npvKGnVjoFM
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Lesson 2: Business Planning in the Paper Business
Duration: 1.0-1.5 hrs

OBJECTIVES
1) Incorporate and work in student companies
2) Practice practical skill of designing a plan and identifying potential customers
3) Use business vocabulary: define employee, consumer, customer, estimate

MATERIALS
markers and clip art for charts, Business Plan sheets, pencils, markers/crayons, clipboards
http://bizkids.com/episode/introducing-entrepreneurs
http://bizkids.com/episode/episode-107-a-biz-what-is-it
http://bizkids.com/episode/taking-charge-of-your-financial-future
(how-to set up a business videos for kids)

http://bizkids.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/Kids-Business-Plan.pdf 
(business planning WS)

http://bizkids.com/episode/introducing-entrepreneurs
http://bizkids.com/episode/episode-107-a-biz-what-is-it
http://bizkids.com/episode/taking-charge-of-your-financial-future
http://bizkids.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/Kids-Business-Plan.pdf 
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KEY TERMS 
1) EMPLOYEE—an individual who works for a company or business
2) CONSUMER—an individual who purchases products or goods and services
3) ESTIMATE—a calculated or educated guess

ANTICIPATORY SET: Place students into their groups of 3-4 members. Explain they will be ‘incor-
porating’ into paper companies to create a product and sell it.

SCRIPT THIS: Need help starting the lesson? We have you covered below! 
Now that you are beginning or ‘incorporating’ a company, there is much to consider. What do you 
think is the best order of steps to get going and selling your product? 

Do you make the product first and then sell as much as you can? 
Do you ask people or customers what they might be interested in buying first? 
Do you have all the supplies you might need? 
What might be a problem to get? 
What do you have plenty of so that you don’t have to buy as many things in order to produce 
something else? Field Answers.

Before any company really gets off the ground, they make sure to create a BUSINESS PLAN. A 
business plan is a roadmap for companies to gage customer interests, see what supplies they will 
need, and figure out the most efficient way to get their product made and out in front of consum-
ers or buyers. 

INSTRUCTION 
The Process of Business Planning—What are the steps?  Show BIZ KIDS VIDEO
http://bizkids.com/episode/introducing-entrepreneurs
http://bizkids.com/episode/episode-107-a-biz-what-is-it
http://bizkids.com/episode/taking-charge-of-your-financial-future
Any observations about these businesses? What were they selling? How did these companies orga-
nize? Answer: With a business plan!

GUIDED PRACTICE
First, let us get into our company groups. Now, let me demonstrate how to create a business plan. 
1) Solving the “Customer Problem” a demonstration of how a business plan is made. 
2) Fill out business plan. Share company observations of the process (sample business plan builder) 

http://bizkids.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/Kids-Business-Plan.pdf

http://bizkids.com/episode/introducing-entrepreneurs
http://bizkids.com/episode/episode-107-a-biz-what-is-it
http://bizkids.com/episode/taking-charge-of-your-financial-future
http://bizkids.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/Kids-Business-Plan.pdf 
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INDEPENDENT PRACTICE 
1) Generate an INTEREST INVENTORY as a class for each company to ask “consumers” in the 

school. An interest inventory is general Consumer Market Research on a small scale, such as 
a class or school. As a guide, your students should create similar “consumer questions” to the 
ones below: 

Demographic Questions: 
p  What is your age? 
p  What is your gender? 

Buying Pattern Questions: 
p  What paper products would you buy that our company can make? 
p  Do you ever purchase _______?
p  What is your typical budget for _______?
p  What features do you look for when you purchase__________?
p  What specific benefits do you look for ______________?

Psychographic Questions: 
p  What are your interests? 
p  What are your hobbies? 

2) Interview different grade levels students using the INTEREST INVENTORY to see what your 
potential customers and the consumer in general wants from a business. What can you provide 
that they need? 

ASSESMENT
Share company observations of business planning and Consumer Market Research. How do these 
things organizers help build efficient companies? 

WRAP-UP
5 Fun Facts! What are 5 things you know now that you didn’t know at the beginning of the lesson
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Lesson 3: Supply & Demand, and Try Your Hand at a Paper Stand
Duration: 1 hr-2 hrs.

Lesson 3 Overview: When selling paper, an entrepreneur must make decisions about choos-
ing the right material to sell, setting an appropriate price, and projecting how much profit is to be 
made. Considering supplies and gaging demand is an integral part to any successful business. Stu-
dents will try their hand at making a product and creating a “stockpile profile” to prepare for sale. 

OBJECTIVES 
1) Introduce the concept of supplies and demand that businesses must meet. 
2) Analyze and Review the findings from the Client Inventories taken at last class to gage what 

consumers want.
3) Create a supply plan or “stockpile profile” (BUDGET) based on the analysis of the Client Inventories
4) Create and design a product 
5) Determine correlating pricing based upon the stockpile profile. 
6) Try selling the product

KEY TERMS
1) SUPPLY—the amount of a good that is available to sell
2) DEMAND—the want to buy a product/good; OR how much a consumer is willing to pay for a 

product or good
3) CAPITAL—money a business begins with
4) BUDGET—a plan for how to spend a business’s capital
5) EXPENSES—money that you have spent on supplies before you sell your product/good
6) PROFIT/REVENUE—money gained from the sale of a product/good
7) GROSS PROFIT—the total amount of money brought in by the sale of a product/good
8) NET PROFIT—the amount of profit that remains after you deduct the expenses from your overall 

or GROSS profit
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MATERIALS
n examples of paper supplies—2-3 types of pieces of paper (newspaper print, notebook paper, 

and tissue), 
n 2 different types of beaters (1 class electric blender and 5-6 hand beaters), 
n 2-3 different sizes of embroidery hoops; 
n large poster-board for each company
n markers,   
n Scales (optional)  
n class copies of Stockpile Profile WS.
n children’s books on supply and demand: 
n Prices! Prices! Prices! When They Go Up and Down By David A. Adler
n Lemons and Lemonade By Nancy Loewen
n Stockpile Profile Resource Worksheet

ANTICIPATORY SET: Supply and Demand

SCRIPT THIS: 
Companies make decisions on what to sell based upon the amount of material available (Supply) 
and what the consumers are willing to buy (Demand). Today, your companies will have to make 
some decisions about how much to budget for supplies to meet the demand of consumers before 
going to ‘market’. 

Teachers will read aloud ONE selection from the following books: 
Prices! Prices! Prices! When They Go Up and Down By David A. Adler
Lemons and Lemonade By Nancy Loewen

INSTRUCTION
Supplies—Material to Make Paper

As different companies budget, they must consider the COSTS of materials and the COSTS of the 
tools or labor needed to create an end product. These COSTS make up their EXPENSES. Whatever 
the cost of the product is must be subtracted from the (Sales) Revenue, or amount that you sell a 
product to a consumer. Here is a simple “recipe” or formula economists--people who study busi-
ness—created to help remember this idea: 

Sales (Revenue) – Expenses (Cost of Goods) = Gross Profit  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6AjDOKjNotQLTJMVWxXUjFwWXN3azFlb191Vy1IV3MwejNZ/view
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Introduce your materials to the class. Have prepared prices set for each item. For example, make a 
scaled material price listing of:
 

Material Price Quantity

Newspaper $5 5 sheets or 1 lb

Notebook paper $2 5 sheets or 1 lb

Tissue Paper $1 5 sheets or 1 lb

*If you set your quantity by weight, you will need to use a scale to measure. This can be an excellent 
tie into a measurement unit. You can set your quantity at fractions of weight to challenge upper 
level grades as well. 

Supplies: Material to Make Paper
Discuss why those prices might reflect that price. Some answers might be: newspaper is the highest 
quality material to remake paper products, so it is the most expensive. Tissue paper is the easiest to 
come by, but might not hold up in the recycling process as well as the other two options. Therefore, 
it is set at a lower rate.  

Supplies: Tools to Make Paper
Likewise, explain that the hand beaters are worth $10, and your company can own the equipment. 
On the other hand, the electric beater can be rented to use by the teacher and is worth $5 for a 
cycle of 5 minutes. Discuss the advantages of owning milling material versus renting it. 

Tool (Fixed Cost) Beater Cost Time Period

Hand Beaters $10 Company Purchased/owned

Electric Beater $5 Rented/5 minute cycle

Lastly, present 2-3 sizes of different embroidery hoops for drying. Set the prices for these hoops in 
descending order of sizes. Discuss with students that they should decide upon what hoop they are 
going to purchase to match the type of product produced but also the VOLUME of material they 
wish to output. Discuss the pros and cons of each choice, and explain companies weigh these op-
tions all the time.

Tool (Fixed Cost): Hoop Cost Production Volume

Small $5

Medium $10

Large $15
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For example, a smaller hoop size might be less expensive, but you will have to make paper more 
often to keep up with demand. A larger hoop might be very expensive on the front end, but you will 
not need to repeat your paper-making process as frequently.  

GUIDED PRACTICE Budget
A good business will put all the pieces of the business puzzle together. They have researched what 
the demand might be—remember the findings from your Interest Inventories. They know the fixed 
costs; what materials they need and their pricing. They can anticipate or estimate what their sales 
or profit might be too after spending on supplies or materials and labor. That all comes together in 
their final budget. A budget lets a company plan for how much material they need to answer the 
demand of the consumer or customer. Stockpile Profile Resource Worksheet

Here are some questions to consider as your company budgets: 

n What do our clients say they want? 
n How much of my consumable good (paper product) do I need to meet that demand? 
n What other supplies will I need to be able to sell my good? (paper making material)
n How much do these supplies cost? (expenses)
n How much should I sell my good for to make a PROFIT? 
n Once I bring in a money (revenue), what do I need to subtract (supply costs/expenses) from it 

to tell me the actual amount of money I made (gross profit)  
n As price goes up—what happens to my sales? 
n As price goes down—what happens to my sales? 

GUIDED PRACTICE
Create a mock Stockpile Profile or BUDGET for class. Define Budget as a plan for spending capital. 
Tell each student company they can start with $20-$30 capital. Review set prices for different sup-
plies (chipped newspaper, embroidery hoops, screens, beaters and rollers etc). 

In student groups have students create their own company budgets on the Stockpile Profile Sheet. 
Share profiles aloud with class, and have student groups explain why they chose to budget as they 
have.  

Teacher will then explain that supply and demand are the two key factors to consider when deter-
mining price. This will play an important role as they complete their companies’ product and pricing.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6AjDOKjNotQLTJMVWxXUjFwWXN3azFlb191Vy1IV3MwejNZ/view
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INDEPENDENT PRACTICE 
Have student companies design their own paper product and set an appropriate pricing for the 
product to sell. 

ASSESSMENT 
Share products. Then have student companies explain the reasoning behind their items and pricing. 

WRAP-UP
Five Fun Facts! What did I learn today? 
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Lesson 4: Advertising & Marketing
Duration: 1.5-2 hrs

Lesson 4 Overview: Advertising and Marketing are the driving force behind any company’s 
sales strategy. In this lesson, students will find out the components of a good marketing/ad cam-
paign and put them to use. Researching and developing both media (commercials) and print (fli-
ers) marketing techniques, student companies will prepare to compete to sell their lemonade to the 
consumer

OBJECTIVES 
1) Students will research advertising & marketing techniques (guest speaker and Youtube commercial)
2) Students will ‘dissect’ a commercial looking for what appeals to the audience. 
3) Develop an understanding of the Advertising 5 Guidelines—Informative, Entertaining (Humorous), 

Relatable, Repetitive, Colorful 
4) Create a Script to Sell their lemonade
5) Create a video commercial from that script
6) Create a flier that reiterates the company’s message from the video commercial

MATERIALS 
n Access to Video Media/youtube for dissection
n Key Term Anchor Charts pre-prepped (OPTIONAL) 
n What’s My Line WS (class copies) 
n Pencils & Markers for Script and Flier 
n clipboards

KEY TERMS 
1) MARKETING—the action of promoting a business or service 
2) 4 PS OF MARKETING—
n Product: Lemonade and Additional Food (Business Plan &Client Inventory) 
n Place: Discovery School
n Price: Business Plan, Client Inventory, Supply and Demand Discussion and Menu Pricing
n Promotion: TODAY’S SPECIAL

3) ADVERTISING—creating promotional material (commercials/fliers) to sell a product
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5 Advertising GUIDELINES: 
n Informative: Tells the consumer your company name, specific product, and service
n Entertaining (HUMOROUS); Draws in the consumer with something that they enjoy and will 

remember
n Relatable: Connects with the consumer through an association
n Repetitive: Continues to repeat the company name and product so the message of the advertis-

ing will more deeply stick with the consumer
n Colorful: Connecting bright colors and visual design attracts more consumers, much in the same 

way flowers attract pollinators

ANTICIPATORY SET: 5 Guidelines of Advertising
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ow7eNmMK3mY

SCRIPT THIS: Need help starting the lesson? We have you covered below! 
When a company has a product ready to sell, it can use ADVERTISING to help increase sales. Ad-
vertising is a way to draw attention to a product. There are many ways to do this. What advertise-
ments have you seen before? Field Answers: Print fliers, Billboards, TV and Radio Commercials, etc.

Here are the most “road-tested” elements advertisers include in commercials, print fliers, billboards, 
and the like that they have found to attract consumers to a product. 

n Informative: Tells the consumer your company name, specific product, and service
n Entertaining (HUMOROUS); Draws in the consumer with something that they enjoy and will 

remember
n Relatable: Connects with the consumer through an association
n Repetitive: Continues to repeat the company name and product so the message of the advertis-

ing will more deeply stick with the consumer
n Colorful: Connecting bright colors and visual design attracts more consumers, much in the same 

way flowers attract pollinators

Today we are going to “Dissect” TV commercials, or take them apart to see how they work. See if 
you can identify any of the “guidelines” we just discussed that these advertisers used. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ow7eNmMK3mY (Doritos Lemonade Stand Commercial)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ow7eNmMK3mY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ow7eNmMK3mY 
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INSTRUCTION Further Commerical Dissection
(Doritos Lemonade Stand Commercial) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ow7eNmMK3mY
(Doritos Dad Fashionista) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmhhbJIBoNs&list=PLCU9J-
LMAy6Xdvp1VdGvnL0wq_hagrzUk&index=5
(Welches Grapes Commercial) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCrhZswcukk&index=2&list=PLC
U9J-LMAy6Xdvp1VdGvnL0wq_hagrzUk&t=0s
(Darth Vader Volvo Commercial) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NvSgrxp8Yg&index=3&list=P
LCU9J-LMAy6Xdvp1VdGvnL0wq_hagrzUk
(Coca-Cola Polar Bears Commercial) https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=S2nBBMbjS8w&list=PLCU9J-LMAy6Xdvp1VdGvnL0wq_hagrzUk&index=4

OPTION: Print Dissection—Students can observe a print ads from a newspaper or magazine of your 
choice and describe the parts they like, leading to a discussion of the 5 Advertising Guidelines and 
where you see examples of them in video commercials. 

GUIDED PRACTICE  Create a Company Ad
Now that you know the guidelines for attracting your own customers, try your hand at making an ad. 

Option 1:  Skit for Commercial—students will create a comic strip or story board for their TV com-
mercial. This will act as their script for independent practice.

Option 2: Students can create a CONCEPT BOARD for a print ad. A concept board helps advertis-
ers explore what makes this product sellable.

Example Concept Boards: 
https://www.pinterest.com/gahrseeuh/advertising-concept-board/?lp=true

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ow7eNmMK3mY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmhhbJIBoNs&list=PLCU9J-LMAy6Xdvp1VdGvnL0wq_hagrzUk&index=5 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCrhZswcukk&index=2&list=PLCU9J-LMAy6Xdvp1VdGvnL0wq_hagrzUk&t=0s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NvSgrxp8Yg&index=3&list=PLCU9J-LMAy6Xdvp1VdGvnL0wq_hagrzUk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2nBBMbjS8w&list=PLCU9J-LMAy6Xdvp1VdGvnL0wq_hagrzUk&index=4 
https://www.pinterest.com/gahrseeuh/advertising-concept-board/?lp=true
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INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
Option 1: 
1) Student companies will create a script based on their story boards of a 15-30 second  

commercial and practice it.
2) Teachers will film the commercials and share with parents

Option 2: 
3) Student companies will also create a paper flier that repeats the message from the video  

commercial. 
4) Teachers will make copies to share throughout the class or school.

ASSESMENT
Share company observations of the process of Advertising through video and print

WRAP-UP
5 Fun Facts! What are 5 things you know now that you didn’t know at the beginning of the lesson
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Project Assessment: Market Day
Duration: 1-3 hrs.

Project Overview: Now that students have created a business plan, market researched, budget-
ed, manufactured a paper product for sale, and created advertising to attract potential customers; 
they will now try to sell their product. 

Students should create individual company “stands” (these can just be tables or desks pushed 
together to create a market) with company posters or print ads. Invite students from other classes 
to ‘purchase’ items. Set amounts that consumers can spend. Often, I have used monopoly money or 
a credit system with limits that student consumers cross off how much money they have spent as 
they shop and make purchases.

Rubric: As a class, have students generate a rubric for a “productive business”. After the Market 
Day has concluded, have student companies internally “review” their successes and areas could be 
improved upon. Share aloud these findings. Consider having Company Awards. Some suggestions 
that have worked in the past: 

“Most Profitable”
“Most Efficient Suppliers” 
“Best in Advertising”
“Most Innovative Product Design”

SAMPLE RUBRIC: Students can develop their own criteria within these perimeters. 

Topic Beginning 
1

Developing 
2

Accomplished 
3

Exceeding
4

Score

Production

Business 
planning

Product 
Design

Marketing 
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Stockpile Profile: _______________________________________________________________
                Company Name

A BUDGET is a plan for how a business should spend its capital. Capital is the amount of money  
a business begins with. Your lemonade stand is starting with $____________ as capital. 

Discuss with your company, the amount of supplies (material) your company will need to begin  
selling to consumers and what can be afforded. Record your plan below. 

Supplies Quantity 
(how many)

Unit Cost 
(price for 1)

Cost 
(quantity x unit cost)

   

     Total Cost: _______________________________   


